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The story of one man's triumph over a legendary monster, Beowulf marks the beginning of Anglo-Saxon literature as we
know it today. This Enriched Classic includes: • A concise introduction that gives readers important background
information • A timeline of significant events that provides the book's historical context • An outline of key themes and
plot points to help readers form their own interpretations • Detailed explanatory notes • Critical analysis and modern
perspectives on the work • Discussion questions to promote lively classroom and book group interaction • A list of
recommended related books and films to broaden the reader's experience Enriched Classics offer readers affordable
editions of great works of literature enhanced by helpful notes and insightful commentary. The scholarship provided in
Enriched Classics enables readers to appreciate, understand, and enjoy the world's finest books to their full potential.
Series edited by Cynthia Brantley Johnson
The classic personal account of Watson and Crick’s groundbreaking discovery of the structure of DNA, now with an introduction
by Sylvia Nasar, author of A Beautiful Mind. By identifying the structure of DNA, the molecule of life, Francis Crick and James
Watson revolutionized biochemistry and won themselves a Nobel Prize. At the time, Watson was only twenty-four, a young
scientist hungry to make his mark. His uncompromisingly honest account of the heady days of their thrilling sprint against other
world-class researchers to solve one of science’s greatest mysteries gives a dazzlingly clear picture of a world of brilliant
scientists with great gifts, very human ambitions, and bitter rivalries. With humility unspoiled by false modesty, Watson relates his
and Crick’s desperate efforts to beat Linus Pauling to the Holy Grail of life sciences, the identification of the basic building block of
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life. Never has a scientist been so truthful in capturing in words the flavor of his work.
The story of one African-American family fighting to stay together and strong in the face of brutal racist attacks, illness, poverty, and betrayal
in the Deep South of the 1930s.

"Study guide & test prep for the Advanced Placement biology exam. Comprehensive reviews, proven test strategies,
practice test questions"--Cover.
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